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B. L. Wright, T. R. Jarboe, and D. A. P1.atts

bs Al-s National Laboratory
Los Alanos, New Hexico $7545

In a companion paperl we have introduced the ● = 1 magnetic helicity
source for spheromak formation and sustainment now being tested in the Los
Alamos Electrode Facility experiment. The design of this mource vas based on
a fev fundamental ideas,~ These include the principle of relaxation to stbtes
of minimum aagnetic energy while conserving ~etic helicity (on n r~sistive
time scale) and the rule for the rate of helicity injection by ●electrostatic
means; kin - 2Vs+~ where V9 and +~ ●re the potenticl and flux applimi to the
source

‘1e3r:dR1
The first princiDle leads to force-free ●quilibria

satisfying v vhere the constant A varies inversely with the size scale
of the confining conducting vessel and is a measure of the energy per unit
helicity of the magnetic field structure. Eelicity flow from the Z-pinch
region of the source into the spheromak flux conserver may therefore be
expected if A in the source exceed the value of A for the flux-conserver
geometry. A~ an aid to the design process, the entrance region (betveen the
Z-pinch and the flux conserver) was treated as a cylinder containing no net
flux for vhich (in the limit a - radius << length) the minimum-energy state IS
a helical, ❑ . 1 configuration vith A = 3.11/a.

Our initial phase of operation has been in an asymmetric mode vith only a
single energized electrode (the second electrode port being fitted with a
vindow). As described in the companion paper, the new source readily forms
spheromak plasmas that are equivalent in their parameters to thosa achieved
previously vith a coaxial source in the same facility. In this paper WQ
describe the behavior of currents and fields in the m = 1 source and examine
the extent to vhich the basic design principltm outlined above apply to its
actual operation.

In Fig. 1 we illustrate the major diagnostics applied to the axporiment.
Inside the 80-cm-diatnetetr, solid-wall flux conserver, va have u radial
magnetic probe array consisting of 5 coil triplets (Br, B , D ) at 8-cm
spacing. This array i~ supplemented by a triplet of coils on ?he ‘geometric
axis (10 CUIfrom the end vail) and three coil pairs measuring BtoE and El 1 at
points on the flux-consorver surface. lkacau~e the plasmas produce ll” are
radiation-doininated acd cold, (- 7 eV) the prasence of the radial probe array
doe~ not significantly aff~ct the measured fields. (This feature has been
verified by monitoring tht supplementary probe signals w the radial a~ray was
withdrawn, ) At the ❑idplane of the antrance ragion, mn array of 7
follows

coil pairs
the inner circumf’arance of tha flux-con~erving cylinder. This array

allows determination of El (61) aid Be(f3) for fixed z at tho wall of ~ha
entranc9 ragion. A ~imflar array, consisting of 6 coil pair~, surrounds tha
Z-pinch at the window ekld of the sourca. A total of 50 ❑ugnetic pickup coil~
is tharefore availabla L’ur Mtudias of tho magnetic field and cu~rent
distribution.
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poloidal and toroidal fields in the spheromak are determined by the sigris of
?~ and V~ r-espectively. There have been no cases in which the spheromak was
iomed in a ‘flipped” orientation with both field components reversed.

The magnetjc fields uasured with the 7-coil-pair array at the wall of
the ●ntrance region do not ~how rapid recormection aftez the crovbar time (at
which VS = O) but rathe[ decay on a tim scale somevhat shor~er than that of
the spheromak itself. In Fig. 2, we shav the characteristic appearance of
these fields both during the sustainment (Vs t O) and decaying phases of the
discharge. The loci of the magnetic probes are indicated by their position on
the “unrolledH pattern of the entrance-region cylindrical wall. Fo~ the case
of the minimum-energy helical state referred to above, a strict m = 1 symmetry
in B (9) and B (e) is expected with the magnetic field at the vail pointing at

f ?rouglly 45° re ative to the cylinder axis. These characteristics are not
evident in the data, though, during the decaying phase, they become more
nearly approximated. During the active, sustained phase, the circumference of
the entrance region appears divided into two distinct regions in which Bz and
Be are separately the dominant field component. Because the copper entrance
vail conserves flux, the flux associated with the Bz region must be cancelled
in ~he lnte~ior. The net plasu current is not zero, hotiever, because the
probe array indic~tes fBedO # O. The interpretation of the data is therefore
that equal and opposing magnetic fluxes pass through the entrance region but
that the plasma currents associated with these fluxes do not balance: part of
the current returning to the source is carried in the vail. As a cerlsequence,
strict adherence to the force-free condition, ? B, ❑ ust not occur
throughout tl~e entiue spheromak, According to this view, the region of strong
suL-face B

?
represents the boundary of a tube carrying both flux and current

from tne s ngle source electrode. The somewhat more extensivo region of
strong 13z represents the relatively current-free return flux. Indeed, a
theoretical ❑odel for equilibria in a cylinder with balanced fluxes but
unbalanced curre[lts predicts the essential features of tl~e ob~erved data.’ The
lack of strict ❑ F i symmetry in the entrance region is therefore seen as a
conseque~~ce of the present single-electrode mode of operation rathc; rhan as a
contradiction of the original design principles.
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To understand the unbalanced entrance-region current more fully, we have
installed an 80-cm-diameter Ro,gowski loop in ● corner of the flux+ou~ver
“rooftop” (see Fig. 1). This diagnostic shows that virtu.dly all the
unbalanced plasma current observed in the entrance reg~on flows to the far
wall of the flux conserver. The surface ~etic probes coniirm the axiatenca
of the return current in the wall ●nd indi~ate that its dirn~ribution iu
strongly asymmetric. In Fig. 4 ve have combined the major quA!tntive
features of the ~etic probe dn:a to give a schematic repracentatiwt of the
distribution of fields (solid arrows) and currants (dashed crrowa) occurring
during the sustainment phase of the discharge. As was ●lso the case for
Figs . 2 and 3, We 13hOV here the condition of “normal” operation for which
*S>OandiS <O.

Balanced operation of the m - 1 source with tvo electrodes is of course
required if we are to assess its suitability for our intended ●rosion control
program. However, in the present mode of operation we have already begun to
explore some of the key issues. The distrihut~on of currents to the wall, as
described above, is one of them. Another is the efficiency with vhich
magnetic helicity injected at the electrode i~ conveyed to the spheromak. An
extensive study of this issue h~ been complated for the CTX ●xperiment,~ In
that case it appears that 100% of the hel.icity injected by the coaxial source
is transferred to the spheromak equilibrium configuration. For the ❑ . 1
source study, we have used the simple model

k K + c(2v~+~)m -TK

where K is the spheroaak helicity and the resistive decuy time, TK, and
efficiency, C, aue as~uined cot~gt~tit. Using an estimate of K(t) based On R

single toroidal field measurement, we show in Fig. 5 an cxauple of a fit of
this ❑odel to tile experitmant. In applying the model, it was assumed that,
Lllthougtl v., iu switched on at t = O, helicity injection does not start untii
the A thres~old i.g crossed tit 60 MS, lJurthermorc, helicity injection in the
model was terminated when Vm roached zero (at 150 US) in spite of subsequent
low-level ringing at’tcr the c~owbar was applied, uitli t!~e value 0[ TK given

by the subsequent decay rut~, the efficiet~cy parameter c iG ofisentially
4etauminad from t~~e penk Ileigl]t, For the can{! shown, WQuYed Tl( M 56 us and
~ H 0,9, ovOr tl)s raztrictod rsngc 01 Vq siid 45 gtudied tO dat(:, e gI)otJS

Vtlriatious from about 0.7 1,0 1.0, A cotttplicu~ioi] riot y~t incl~lded ill the
model lsJ tliut tile entru~lc,e regiotl itself is a I]elicity rctservoir, Tliis
[Ofltura is clo~rly Maei] in tll~ case oi Linging (noncrovbarred) wave~orms in
Wllicll subYtuiitial roveru~d Ilelicity, in-joctod during tlIQ ~ecoild IMI1( cycle,
$Ji~llificNtlt~y reduceu ~il@ field in thC OllttLlll(JC region but tlot in 1!1(?
uplio~wnak.
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include dual-electrode operation, reduction of the entrance-region diameter,
and studia.a over ● greater range of source parameters such u V~ and +a.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Pig, 4.
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Figure Captiom

Configuration of the m = 1 Helicity Source Experiment.

Magnetic fields at the wall of the entrance region.

Currents m~urod by probe ax-rays,

Schematic distribution of currents and fields,

Fig. 5 Helicity balanco test.


